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Housing impact fee waivers scaled down

Business builders that create jobs will have to pay for increasing the workforce where there is not enough housing 

available. The city council decided Tuesday, April 12 to limit waiver applications to industrial and medical developers.

The waivers end for retail outlets like those in Las Americas shopping center built in the old San Ysidro/Otay Mesa 

enterprise zone.

In 2006, the city agreed with the state to direct staff to grant waivers for the Housing Impact Fees the council made 

mandatory in 1990 by enacting an ordinance. The local incentives were part of the deal made with the state on creating the 

regional Enterprise Zone.

The fees were charged for an amount equal to a part of the impact on the cost of providing new housing to the workers at 

the new business development. Waivers worth millions were granted to project developers, largely industrial developers, 

before 2006. The two enterprise zones in San Ysidro/Otay Mesa and Southeast/Barrio Logan became part of one regional 

zone that year. The waivers continued.

The amended ordinance adjusts the local incentives, ending the waivers for most types of business, and continuing to 

make waivers available to the industries that drive the local economy and the medical establishments that pay hires high 

wages. Before getting a building permit for building a heavy or light manufacturing factory, or a wholesale distributor house, 

the developer can still get a waiver. Medical developers can avoid the fee when constructing a building for research and 

development, urgent care, intermediate care, or nursing. Hospitals are bedrock building enterprises that make good money 

the council will not limit by imposing additional impact fees.

Developers that take waivers have to hire local workers first., worker who live either in the enterprise zone or a targeted 

employment area. Their building projects must be run entirely within the enterprise zone,

A developer asking for no charge for creating jobs can not shift the housing development costs to another community. 

Another developer, if anyone pays for the cost of housing additional workers, will pay a cost. Impact fee funds can be used 

anywhere in the city, but there must be a "geographic nexus" between the fee payor and the funded housing units . If the 

Housing Commission and Mayor find the community connections have become negligible, they can set maximum distances 

between housing and development or divide the city into zones.  

The community business anchors eligible for waivers can draw plans 

without city debt concerns. A developer can make money and improve 

the jobs market in a community free from impact fees.

This article is the latest developing news article for Open Commitments 

on every second Wednesday. On the other Wednesdays the articles are 

telling commentaries for Post Edition. 
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